Developing
Mathematical
Leadership
Research and
Innovation
Work Group
Being the best maths leader you can be
This professional development programme
will support you to explore your maths
subject leadership, and through contact with
your course tutor, to identify next steps
in your own professional development. The
aim of the programme is to support you in
being a highly effective subject leader who is
confident in their leadership, and can
articulate the strengths, successes and
challenges for great learning and teaching in
your subject. The focus is on your leadership
qualities and draws upon the Four Threads
for School Improvement materials to identify
best practice and leadership behaviours that
ensure real impact.
The Four Threads that we will explore
through your personal role are:
Leadership – The nature of your
leadership and how to improve it
further
Learning and Teaching – How to
influence the practice of colleagues
and improve their impact
Curriculum – Vision, organisation, and
ensuring subject distinctiveness
Success for All – Leading partnerships
and working together for every child’s
benefit

Mon 11th Jan - 1:30 - 4:30pm
Mon 8th Feb - 1:30 - 4:30pm
Mon 29th Mar - 1:30 - 4:30pm
Mon 7th June - 1:30 - 4:30pm
Sessions will take
remotely via Zoom

place

The ‘learning conversation’ methodology that is introduced
can replace book monitoring, work scrutiny, lesson
observation and feedback to teachers. It rationalises all these
processes into one conversation that is supportive and
positive for teachers, whilst at the same time being
professionally robust and high in accountability.

Participants will:
Reflect deeply on the nature of ‘leadership’ applicable to maths
Experience and explore the use of ‘learning conversations’ for monitoring and evaluating the subject
Increase the capacity to influence colleagues supportively, and impact on their pupil outcomes
Identify and plan for their next professional development steps

What is involved?

4 live tutored group Zoom sessions
Follow up activities after each session that are built on in subsequent work
Direct tutor access by email in between each session
Ongoing participant online dialogue
A full online resource for Subject Leaders

Who can apply?
This course is designed for aspiring and existing maths subject leaders.

What is the cost?
The Developing Mathematical Leadership Work Group is fully funded by the Maths Hubs
Programme so is free to participating schools.

Covid-19 Recovery
The school year 2020/21 will be substantially
affected by the impact of the coronavirus
outbreak. The knock-on effects on school life and
teachers’ working lives can’t be predicted with any
certainty. So, all Maths Hubs work will be flexible
and adapt to changing realities. There’s likely to
be more live online collaboration, often including
use of video, for example.
In addition, Work Group content will be adjusted
to address schools’ recovery from coronavirusrelated disruption alongside work on the central
maths subject matter of each project.

To apply, please use the form
here

Sign Up to

Mailing
List
HERE

Keep in touch on Twitter
@LNEMathsHub

